March 27, 2024
For the week ending March 24, 2024 based on sales in hundreds of independent bookstores nationwide.

HARDCOVER

RANK  FICTION

1  The Creative Act: A Way of Being
   Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32
2  The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder
   David Grann, Doubleday, $30
3  Reading Genesis
   Marilynne Robinson, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $29
4  Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones
   James Clear, Avery, $27
5  Who's Afraid of Gender?
   Judith Butler, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $30
6  Burn Book: A Tech Love Story
   Rita Bullwinkel, Viking, $28
7  Supercommunicators: How to Unlock the Secret Language of Connection
   Charles Duhigg, Random House, $30
8  The House of Hidden Meanings: A Memoir
   RuPaul, Dey Street Books, $29.99
9  How to Know a Person
   David Brooks, Random House, $30
10 I'm Glad My Mom Died
    Jennette McCurdy, Simon & Schuster, $27.99
11 Mostly What God Does: Reflections on Seeking and Finding His Love Everywhere
    Savannah Guthrie, Thomas Nelson, $29.99
12 Secrets of the Octopus
    Sy Montgomery, National Geographic, $30
13 The Comfort of Crows: A Backyard Year
    Margaret Renkl, Spiegel & Grau, $32

RANK  NONFICTION

1  The Creative Act: A Way of Being
   Rick Rubin, Penguin Press, $32
2  The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder
   David Grann, Doubleday, $30
3  Reading Genesis
   Marilynne Robinson, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $29
4  Atomic Habits: An Easy & Proven Way to Build Good Habits & Break Bad Ones
   James Clear, Avery, $27
5  Who's Afraid of Gender?
   Judith Butler, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, $30
6  Burn Book: A Tech Love Story
   Rita Bullwinkel, Viking, $28
7  Supercommunicators: How to Unlock the Secret Language of Connection
   Charles Duhigg, Random House, $30
8  The House of Hidden Meanings: A Memoir
   RuPaul, Dey Street Books, $29.99
9  How to Know a Person
   David Brooks, Random House, $30
10 I'm Glad My Mom Died
    Jennette McCurdy, Simon & Schuster, $27.99
11 Mostly What God Does: Reflections on Seeking and Finding His Love Everywhere
    Savannah Guthrie, Thomas Nelson, $29.99
12 Secrets of the Octopus
    Sy Montgomery, National Geographic, $30
13 The Comfort of Crows: A Backyard Year
    Margaret Renkl, Spiegel & Grau, $32

OTHER HARDCOVER INDIE FAVORITES

The Other Valley: A Novel
Scott Alexander Howard, Atria Books, $27.99
“This immersive story of a young girl falling in love is complicated by the fact that her home valley borders two other valleys where the past and future live — and no interaction is allowed. Sometimes, borders must be crossed. A new favorite.”
~Beth Mynhier, Lake Forest Book Store, Lake Forest, IL

Headshot: A Novel
Rita Bullwinkel, Viking, $28
“Headshot is completely brilliant. A fierce and intimate account of eight fascinating young women with powerful, refined prose. Rita Bullwinkel puts you inside the minds of her characters while entralling you as the story plays out.”
~Shane Grebel, Watermark Books & Café, Wichita, KS

Based on reporting from hundreds of independent bookstores across the United States. Copyright 2024 American Booksellers Association. All rights reserved.